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1 Skype for Business
At the heart of omnichannel communication
“Skype for Business” can give customer interaction a completely new
dimension. This technology has the potential to connect people wherever they
are. For communication in the contact centre, this means: customer service
anywhere, any time and via all channels.
“Skype” is a well-established brand and probably the greatest success story to
date in the Voice over IP sector. Hundreds of millions of consumers around the
world are already communicating with each other and with service providers
thanks to “Skype”. Location-independent and free of charge.
In 2017, according to a study by Consumption and Media Analysis VuMA,
roughly 1.12 million Germans aged 14 years and older used the internet at least
once a day to make video calls using Skype or similar services.
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Number of persons using the internet to make
video calls (Skype) in Germany
from 2014 to 2017, by usage frequency (in millions)
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A Eurostat survey produced similar results. That survey found the
proportion of Internet or videotelephony users in Germany in 2017
to be 49 percent.

Share of IP telephony and video call users in Germany
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Number of estimated Skype users registered worldwide
from 2009 to 2024
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This technology trend appears to know no limits: According to a survey by the US market
research firm Trefis.com, there were 1.23 billion “Skype” users registered worldwide in 2016;
by 2024, this is expected to rise to over 2 billion users.

The recognition value of the “Skype” brand has an immediate
effect on “Skype for Business”. Based on current growth, experts
predict that “Skype for Business” will be implemented in over 100
million corporate workplaces by 2018.

Trefis
Not least because “Skype for Business” has the ideal pedigree to
be successor to the “Microsoft Lync” success story. Companies
are increasingly appreciating that cost-effectiveness is not the
only benefit of communicating via Skype. “Skype for Business”
is perfectly suited for personalised service offerings tailored to
meet customer needs. For example, to provide individual support
and demonstrate resolutions (visual/remote) as a response to
customer inquiries. “Skype for Business” is also integrated with
Microsoft‘s “Office 365”, which should further increase its appeal as
a communication tool and thus the demand from companies
with cloud environments.
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“Skype for Business” makes for a powerful, solid, and reliable
enterprise solution that powerfully impact customer service
in the contact centre. The customer interaction solutions for
omnichannel communication from Enghouse Interactive and
“Skype for Business” complement each other, bridging the gap
between corporate and private customer communication.
Native SfB Contact Center Customers

345+
63

Enghouse
Interactive

Next closest

Native SfB Contact Center Seats

10,172+
1,891 Next closest

Enghouse
Interactive
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2 Voxtron Communication Center
Trendsetter in digital communication
”Skype for Business” is at the core of omnichannel communication.
Combined with cross-channel customer interaction solutions
from Enghouse Interactive, it creates a single “organism” that
provides service providers with a huge opportunity to deliver
unprecedented quality in customer service across multiple means
of communication in a unified application environment. Access
to customer service becomes barrier-free; a telephone is not
mandatory, and communication can be handled solely via web or
app.

customer interaction solutions based on “Skype for Business”
(there are already over 100 “Skype for Business” installations in the
Germany-Austria-Switzerland region alone). Over 18,000 users
worldwide rely on “Voxtron Communication Center”, integrated
with “Skype for Business” (as of: October 2016). For Gartner,
Enghouse Interactive is a leading provider of “Skype for Business”based contact centre solutions, as the American market research
firm concluded in its “Market Guide for Microsoft Skype for
Business Contact Center Partners”, published in August 2016.

“Voxtron Communication Center”, with its central management
of customer contacts based on “Skype for Business”, is perfectly
suited to this solution. With over 700 installations worldwide,
Enghouse Interactive is a leading provider of contact centre and
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Regardless of the type of issue, e-mail is still the most popular way to make contact.
For orders, bookings and purchases the telephone is used less frequently, the contact
form on the website and personal visits provide the more preferred option.

Choosen Channel

Booking,
Request for purchase,
informations
order

27%

32%

Claim,
complaint

32%

Email

24 %

12%

25%

Telephone

19%

25%

15%

22%

14%

7%

4%

3%

Via Social Media

4%

1%

2%

Postal

2%

2%

10%

Video telephony,
for example Skype

2%

1%

1%

Via contact form
on website
Personally, i.e.
in Service Center
Per Chat
on website

14%

Nationwide survey about customer service, January 2016, „product+markt“
comissioned by Enghouse Interactive.
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With Release 2018 of “Voxtron Communication Center”, all
employees are seamlessly connected with each other and with
customers. They can communicate using “Skype for Business”
across various channels (instant messaging, video, chat, etc.).
Thanks to its intelligent functions, “Voxtron Communication
Center” recognises the customer across the various channels,
displays all previous interactions, and connects the customer with
the right person. The fact that the customer can switch seamlessly
from one channel to another is very important. Consumers
increasingly expect support from their service providers through
omnichannel communication via apps, e-mail, chat, Internet,
screen sharing, social media, video, etc. Digital communication
channels are a real hit among consumers . This is confirmed by a
national survey on the subject of customer service, carried out by
market research company produkt+markt on behalf of Enghouse
Interactive. According to the survey, around three-quarters of
respondents had interest in online channels such as self-service
portals or knowledge platforms.
By integrating “Skype for Business” with “Voxtron Communication
Center”, speech, video and chat are now available as standard.
The consumer communicates free of charge. The fear of waiting
in a queue is banished, not least because the services can be
used across a wide range of channels (e.g. product advice from a
specialist via video / screen sharing). This kind of cross-channel
service makes it easier to respond to queries quickly and flexibly.
Customers have all the expertise of a company at their disposal at
any time – including Help Desk, Service, Sales, Human Resources
and Accounting.
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Consumers increasingly expect support from their service
providers through omnichannel communication via
apps, e-mail, chat, Internet, screen sharing, social media,
video, etc.
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3 Powerhouse
Voxtron Communication Center with
integrated Skype for Business
For over five years, Enghouse Interactive has supported the “Microsoft Lync” business
messenger and its successor version (known since 2015 as “Skype for Business”),
with “Voxtron Communication Center”.

Enghouse Interactive has now developed a concept for the
intelligent integration of “Skype for Business” with Release 2018
of “Voxtron Communication Center”. This allows companies to
combine very different communication channels at the front and
back end in a uniform application environment (omnichannel
communication).
This integration concept provides the following functions:
Switchable conversation mode
A customer can communicate via Skype for Business or a public
Skype client, for ex-ample by chat with the Service department
and, if necessary, switch to an audio or video conversation. More
advanced features such as screen sharing can also be activated
in Skype for Business. As soon as a Skype for Business or Skype
user contacts a service provider, all Skype for Business features are
available and the contact centre agent can handle the contact in
their Skype for Business environment.
Web client, in cooperation with the
“Skype for Business” client
Agents can use the native “Skype for Business” client with the
“Voxtron Communication Center” web client (version 2018). This
enables employees who are on the move or working from a home
office to access the contact centre.
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As the Enghouse Interactive integration concept leverages the
interfaces provided by Microsoft, Voxtron Communication Center
users benefit fully from the scalability and functionality of Skype
for Business.
First call resolution is improved, resulting in a significant reduction
of lost and interrupted calls. This has a direct and positive impact
on the customer experience and thus on the NPS (Net Promoter
Score). With the “Voxtron Communication Center” client for
“Skype for Business”, users get a holistic view of all interactions
and can see the up-to-date state of internal and external business
processes at a glance. Incoming and outgoing contacts are
intelligently routed and forwarded to the right contact person.
To make everyday use for contact centre agents as comfortable
as possible, the SfB client is seamlessly integrated in the Voxtron
Client. All functions can be called directly and used immediately.
This allows employees to do their jobs immediately and more
efficiently.
The configuration of the “Voxtron Communication Center” client
for “Skype for Business” is very simple. The online status within the
company is synchronised with the status in the contact centre.
As a result, all subsequent functions appear both in the “Voxtron
Communication Center” client and in the “Skype for Business”
client and are ready for use.
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4 Technology
Advanced programming interfaces and
development tools for customer experience
The integration of “Skype for Business” with “Voxtron Communication Center” makes
use of state-of-the-art programming interfaces (API): On the one hand, via the server to
integrate the self-service feature. On the other hand, via the client to monitor the unified
communications client status.
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Server
4.1 Via UCMA (Unified Communications Managed API),
developers can implement communication and collaborationcapable services. This software development kit (SDK) is also the
basis for Microsoft‘s certification program, ensuring the quality of
the contact centre integration.
The SfB UCG (Unified Communication Gateway) provides the
mediation function between the central VCC components and the
communication infrastructure. A special controller plug-in ensures
that the communication channels in “Skype for Business” are
controlled via the UCMA interface. This controller also manages all
pending contacts in the queue and provides the interfaces for realtime monitoring of all statistics. This ensures manage-ability and
measurability in the contact centre.
4.2 The Voxtron Routing Engine makes routing decisions based
on skill matching, waiting times and agent load. It also takes into
account information about the SfB agent end-point. If, for example,
an agent makes a call outside the contact centre, the Voxtron
Routing Engine needs this information to ensure no voice call
contacts are assigned to the agent.
4.3 The Voxtron Workflow Engine is responsible for controlling
the self-service functions during customer contact in the UCG.
If applicable, it will direct the UCG to forward the contact to the
Voxtron Routing Engine (see above) with all relevant information
(e.g. skills and characteristics) so that a suitable and available agent
can be found for this contact.
4.4 The Workflow Interaction Designer (from “Voxtron
Communication Center” Release 2019) supports the graphical
configuration of the self-service flows for the different communication channels (unified communication, telephony, email).

Client
The client SDK is used to retrieve information about the “Skype
for Business” client that is required for the routing engine to make
appropriate routing decisions (see section 4.2). For example, if an
agent uses their „Skype for Business“ client for a direct call, then
the routing engine should detect this and not forward calls to that
agent. The SDK not only monitors the endpoint, but also controls
it. For example, when a customer has requested a callback. In this
case, the routing engine uses the client SDK to call the customer
for the agent.
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5 Interaction
Agents and customers talk via Skype for
Business and Voxtron Communication Center
A customer contact in a contact centre that uses the customer
interaction solution “Voxtron Communication Center” with integrated
“Skype for Business” typically goes through three phases:

1

Phase 1 – Contact creation
When a customer contacts the contact centre via a service address, the
Unified Com-munications Gateway issues a notification (see section 4.1).
It then contacts the Voxtron Workflow Engine (see section 4.3) to get
the information for processing this contact. This could be an automatic
chat response, for example, or an audio message in the event of a voice
call contact. This dialogue with the customer allows the contact centre
to collect usable contact information for the routing decision.

Telephone

Website

Voice

Skype
Consumer

Skype for
Business

Skype
Federation

Skype
Native

2

Phase 2 – Routing
Each “Voxtron Communication Center” client sends status information
of the “Skype for Business” client to the Voxtron Routing Engine (see
section 4.2). Combined with the contact information from phase 1, the
Voxtron Routine Engine searches the contact centre for a suitable agent
to handle this contact. Once an agent has been found (selection criteria
include availability, skills, workload) the Voxtron Routing Engine instructs
the Voxtron Workflow Engine (see section 4.3) to establish a connection
between the customer and the agent.

Unified
Communication
Gateway
- Status- and contact infos
via UCMA
- VCC Routing
(Skills, Priorities...)

VOXTRON
Workflow Engine

VOXTRON
Routing Engine

3

Phase 3 – Communication
Once the contact is established, for the sake of simplicity, the agent
uses the medium that the customer used to make contact. The agent
can, however, also take advantage of omnichannel communication to
choose a different medium and switch from a chat, for example, to voice
or video communication. The agent uses the client of the “Voxtron
Communication Center”. Dependent on the configuration, each
client can provide relevant contact information from CRM (Customer
Relationship Management) and ERP (Enterprise Resource Planning)
systems, and controls the presence status of the agent.

- Media change and escalation
in Webclient possible
- Unified Agent Interface with
application integration
- Access to expert ressources
and presence informations

VOXTRON
Web Client
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6 Outlook
Finger on the pulse – gold partnership
as a guarantee for top quality
“Skype for Business” arguably represents a revolution in the
customer interaction process. Thanks to “Skype”, interaction
channels such as chat and video have long since become standard
practice in private communication. Likewise, contact centres can
work with “Skype for Business” and the customer interaction
solutions from Enghouse Interactive to offer their services
across a variety of channels (omnichannel). Conversely, “Voxtron
Communication Center” based on “Skype for Business” also
provides customers with various options for communication.
Through this omnichannel communication, knowledge-based
networking of all agents in the contact centre, and rapid
forwarding to the right person, the customer benefits from the
skills and competences of all employees within a company (in the
back, middle and front office). Enghouse Interactive’s customer
interaction solutions enhanced with “Skype for Business” are
future-proof. We continue to utilise all the benefits of nextgeneration “Skype for Business” technology to provide users with a
true omnichannel customer experience.
According to its „Teams“ online strategy, Microsoft is preparing
the chat environment in Office 365, which will replace „Skype for
Business“ as a cloud PBX. For a period of time (the plan is 18 to 24
months), “Teams” will run in parallel to “Skype for Business Online”
so users have time to migrate. A gateway between „Teams“ and
“Skype for Business Online” is also provided to allow “Team” calls
to be handled on the desktop using the “Skype for Business” client.
In this way, contact centre applications from Enghouse Interactive
can manage and control „Team“ calls via client integration and
without “Teams” APIs. The „Teams“ APIs (cloud and client) are
expected to be available over the course of 2018.
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Companies without a cloud environment (business on-premise)
can continue to use their “Skype for Business” client, although it
is important to note that “Teams” will not be sup-ported here.
However, Microsoft plans to release a new server version with
corresponding programming interfaces and updates in the second
half of 2018. This will allow “Skype for Business” users to take
advantage of modern cloud services such as speech analysis.
As a close partner of Microsoft, Enghouse Interactive receives
early insight into the roadmap for “Skype for Business”. Enghouse
developers and product strategists meet regularly with Microsoft‘s
product management and development teams to discuss and align
their product strategy. In addition, as a Gold Partner, Enghouse
Interactive is always able to access various Microsoft resources.
Enghouse also proactively participates at important Microsoft
marketing events and other occasions, such as last year’s Enterprise
Connect, Microsoft Inspire and Microsoft Ignite. Due to all these
activities and the information gathered, Enghouse Interactive is
always up to date on the strategy and development of “Skype for
Business” at Microsoft. Based on this, we are able to adapt our own
product portfolio to customer needs.
With the integration concept described under point three,
“Voxtron Communication Center” merges seamlessly and perfectly
with the “Skype for Business” environment. This integration results
in an extremely professional overall solution. It fully complies with
Microsoft‘s „Unified Communication“ strategy and builds on
Enghouse Interactive’s more than 20 years of experience in the area
of „contact centers”.
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